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Thank you for the confidence you have shown in us by choosing a Momento product.
Momento stands for products of high quality and we are sure you will have this product for many
years.
To avoid functional disturbances, we recommend that you read these instructions thoroughly
before using the product. A well taken care of tool will work for many years to come.
It is the responsibility of the employer to place the information in this manual into the hands of the
operator. Failure to observe the following warnings and instructions could result in injury.
USING THE TOOL
1. Choose a backup wrench (BUW) size that correspond with
the nut/screw that shall be tightened or loosened.

2. Choose an appropriate point of reaction. The BUW is
intended to react firmly against an adjacent nut/screw head
or solid reaction area in the same plane.
3. Ensure the BUW hexagon has a good grip around the
nut/screw head.
4. Turn adjustment screw clockwise until the reaction lever
abut against the reaction point.
N.B.! The reaction lever shall not abut against the BUW
body when torque is applied.
5. If necessary, secure the BUW with Momento safety nut.
This is especially important when working at higher heights
where falling tools can cause injury.

6. Use a suitable torque wrench to apply torque on the bolts
to be tightened / off. Keep away from the BUW during
operation and do not try to support it with your hands.
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7. Once you tightened or loosened the screw you then turn the
adjustment screw counter clockwise to unlock BUW from
application. Make sure you hold the BUW to prevent it from
falling down when loosened.

SAFETY
Read the instructions before using the product.
Keep working area clean and well lit
Keep eye contact with the person controlling pump for operating torque tool.
Always use backup wrench with the right hexagon size for the desired screw.
Secure backup wrench and torque tool with Momento safety nut to prevent the BUW and
torque tool from falling down.
Do not attempt to support the tool with your hands during operation.
Keep hands, loose clothing and long hair away from the reaction point and working area
during operation.
Do not hammer on the tool to enhance performance. If the nut will not turn with the wrench
you are using, use a larger size torque tool.
Always use protective gear (e.g. eye protection, hearing protection, hard hat, gloves, safety
shoes, coveralls) when operating this tool.
Be aware of any damage to the tool. Never use damaged tools.
When working at higher altitudes, the tool should be secured in a proper way. Use
Momento safety nut. The area under the work area should be cordoned off.
It is also possible to secure the tool with a wire.

MAINTENANCE
Keep the tool clean and free from moisture.
Wipe tool clean after use.
If necessary, grease moving parts.
Inspect tool for visual damage or cracks.
Modifications or rebuilding not approved by AB Momento is unsafe, will void the warranty
and could damage the tool.
STORAGE
Wipe tool clean and store it somewhere clean and free from damp.
If necessary, grease moving parts.
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